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EDIT ORAL
This is the last page that gets cut into stencil for SHAO, but the one 

on which I usually have very little idea what to write. So it is this time. 
There is the good old standby which I shall use once again, that is tell you 
what you will find within if you presson any further. First and foremost 
there is the second chapter of The Watershed, entitled "The Flight from Man" 
and deals with the dehumanization of art and music and a search for the 
undercurrent that represents the way those arts will be treated in the future. 
Some may find the conclusions somewhat controversal and others will not even 
see where they come from. As far as the art goes, I have worn out several pairs 
of shoes tramping through the major art galleries of the world, spent many 
h?urs jotting down notes of paintings. With music I confess that I had a more 
aiiiicult task. Those who know music will observe immediately that'I have 
confined, myself almost wholly to the physical side of music making, and not 
entered in any way into the mode of its composition. I am aware that there is 
objection raised to the fact that most of our music is merely a string of 
dances, just as I am aware that some composers are using a twelve note scale. 
Important as these things are, I have had to let them be. I had the misfortune 
to go to school in a woman dominated society where music and art were things 
for girls whilst the only purpose men served in life was to earn money to

?■ family, and of course make some rich bastard richer. The lack
° ’ 0 literature and the like, in my life I managed to overcome, but not
that of music. All I managed was to love it very dearly, and of course, learn 
somewhat of its history. The next issue I hope to continue the good work with 
a study of literature and language.

The other longer piece deals with Bester's "The Stars my Destination" and 
if I think, the deepest piece of science fiction criticism I have yet written. 
It may not be the best.

As for the artwork, most of it is pretty good. Whilst there is a lack of 
masterpieces by Bangsund and FreaS, there is a Kantor cover and ditto cartoon, 
(that's one up on Ben Bova's ANALOG, he hasn't had a Kantor yet), and there 
is a Kevin Dillon (wowj) a Strelkov cartoon, and a Helena Roberts. All of which 
is a pretty tidy offering. Next month (^) we will feature art by such great 
names as Dillon, Lindquist, Strelkov and we hope a cover by none other than 
Gail Barton. There will be room for other art if you get it to me quickly.

"Muttering in the Mulga" returns with several inconsequental murmuring 
This happy and popular feature cannot really be written by myself as well as 
you, dear reader, could write it. Remember it is you who have the outragous 
opinions that you want aired, and to date I have not thought very much of the 
idea of charging you for printing them. This could easily alter if I can see 
that as a good way to make a bob or two.

Finally, I am contemplating standing for DUFF. This still depends. Natarally 
you will all vote for me, even Shayne McCormack and Christine McGowan who I 
gather are also standing. Girls, I'll make you a proposition, you both vote 
for me and I 11 toss up to see which one of you I vote for. It should be r 
remembered that these two girls are sweet intelligent young ladies, but in 
mat uers of DUFF they will be hopelessly biassed.



"I believe they're saying...........
Yankee go home!"



THE SUFFERING SERVANT
by John J.Alderson

"....he had.no beauty to attrack our eyes, 
no charm to make us choose him- 
disfigured till he seemed a man no more, 
deformed out of the semblance of a man. 
He was disposed and shunned by man 
a man of pain, who knew what sickness was? 
like one from whom men turn with shuddering...."

Isaiah 52:14? 53:3 Moffatt's Translation.

The Spiritual Odyssey of Gully Foyle in Bester's "Hie Stars my Destination. "

I here are heroes.and.Heroes.' Analysis of the great epics of mankind 
which despite the most varied circumstan

ces and adventures of the Hero, have a certain pattern into which the life
Se He^°fit. But the Hero does not live'to fit this.pattern, he 

^ause he pursues some great goal, and the path to that 
SS 1 in ?n°USh ?be same land in every case. The path lies through the 

land because the path is a psychological one, and the hero is a'Hero, 
not because he does splendid deeds, but because he sought a great thing for 
mankind, and, more pertinently, for himself, went through a great religious 
s^mS^^fX^f^V being’ Gil^amesh ^d M^i attempted to 
save mankind from death, Prometheus sought fire and Beowulf saved his people 
nf Coincid®nce that Gilgamesh and Odysseus and Dante, and a scoreP
"pure helIl aS We heP’ but the Hero returns
pure and made apt for mounting to the stars." d

The greatness of these Heroes lie in the spiritual experiences they had 
and which now enriches all human life. They struggled and suffered. To be 
damned is simple and easy, all one needs to do is to do nothing, and that 
takes neither sweat nor tears. To some men the visit to hell does not purge, 
there is no purgatory. Dante passes through purgatory, but in Homer's day 
that place was not known by that name, yet nevertheless it existed, and 

the eight long, longing years Odysseus spent on Capypsb's isle was a time 
of purging while the anger, of the gods he had offended, siftened. 4s the 
Theologia Germania explains, "Christ’s soul must needs descendant© hell 
before it ascended into heaven. So must also the soul of.man." This is the 
revelence of the Hero to man, to us who build hell in our own hearts and 
must be purged.

"The Stars My Destination"-^ will respond well to analysis in the light 
of Dr Jung's theories on the Hero.(Psychology of the Unconscious"). The 
findings of Lord Raglan ("The Hero") is that the Hero has a definate sort 
of pattern. And with such a pattern Gully Foyle emerges. In his introduction 
to "Beowulf" David Wright says, "For Beowulf, though a hero and a superman,
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i. a human being. 'He is a man, and that for him and « 
tragedy*« (The • quotation within that quotation is. from. J. R. Tolkien,- 
4eoFUVW^ the GtiW’V) tike Beowulf, Gully Foyle ^s 'Hero
aS SernA butWe'ii al so'a man. Says Gerald Variif, "The Water and- the 
Fire" the struggle is not an external battle, but an inner agony, an 
the sacrifice is a self-sacrifice.When Gully Foyle has the long sought 
revenge in his grasp, he sees himself. It is he himself that needs punish
ment, forgiveness and cleansing. Likfe Christian in "Pilgrim s Progress , 
discovers, he has a burden on his. back, an "Old Man of the Sea" of which he 
must be rid. . ;

It is this., deep. ^is
niece of science fiction' into a great religious novel. The theme is_ 
Greatest of themes, the struggle of right and wrong, not the struggle against 
wrong-tnen but the struggle of a manMthin -himself 
Foyle, who could have gained the .whole world, saves his own soul. And the 
world was the better for that.

The keyo unrestrained is a menance to the community...In J. J. Campbell s 
■ "LegehdX Of ° we have an account of the "hero-light" that played

around the headof Cuchulainn when he returned from battle....
"The return of the chariot to Emain Macha presented a terrifying appear

ance. ...the terrible fury of battle was on Cuchulain and that hero-light was 
playing around hisheadj so that it would go ill with any who Came in his 
way." :

So Olivia Presteign sees Gully Foyle like a "lightning bolt."
‘When Gully Foyle is angered" his face becomes a flaming blood-red tiger- 

' mask face, .("his visage was- marred more than any man’s") and when the battle- 
rage i's oh Cuchulain, he too is distorted. .

' +nn that the Hero, after overcoming a foe, skins it (eg Heracles
We fund too, that me n , , When Gullv Fovle overcomesafter slaying the N emean lion wears its pelt.) When Guiiy royi u

: Dagenham in the Gouffe Martel he strips him of his coat and wears i , 
XX arms himself Mth a sledge-hammer. The same motif occurs even more

Labyrinth of-Minos was an underground maze and prison.

' The Hero' is the beet known- archetype explained by Dr Jung.
"Another well known archetype-is the Great Mother, the perfectly good 

woman or goddess, who intercedes and saves, as personified by the. Virgin 
Mary and the female saints."0 • ; -

The Great Mother appears in two guises, that of ?obin^We^esbury'^d 
of Jisbella McQueen. Robin also appears aS the Terrible Mother at a later 
stage but reverts to the Great Mother. (T, ey are. two-faces of the one). 
Despite the way these two women are, treated by Gully, both intercede for him, 
both forgive the wrongs he has done them, both-advise him and help him. As 
the Terrible Mother, Robin nearly destroys him^ - and it i s well to recollect 
thatgejaneira did destroy her husband Heracles, in both cases with an object
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obtained from the foe of the Hero. Both Robin and Jisbella help educate Gully 
Foyle and turn him. into a more fearful tiger, but both also help him to 

^terestihg, that despite the cry of both that every
thing Gully touches he destroys, it is through him they both find marriage 
and consequent happiness. , •

_ _0f .considerable importance is the purging by fire'of Gully. Almost 
.W^d in^ cathredal, a flaming figure, his stigmata glowing,

•P4 -p *3 4' flTTn A oT*oVl 6 I li * T ‘X* 1 ® QU d space. He haunts himself* At his^
fl +a y>earance ter himself Gully has defiantly decided that even though he 
is to burn in hell he will still carry on his path of revenge 'It is that

Gully on a110*1161' accasioA, and it is 
ho^ribl^me^ t S ?yle Wlth revulsion of himself, when by such 
die giving that informat^^T3^ wants, knowing that the man win
(remember he is in flames) he nflMeq1SnifiCd+Vlla't despite his anguish 
he has of her moiher ^d siXT t0 Sently tel1 R°bi“ news
care what happened to those who a man Who foverly did notBuying-Man he "pfeted up Z “re » this
he ray., of robbery ehd LJ. m , d He is guilty,
Ohs Suffering serwjii ^11^^ T®1''*®1'’ treason’ Ebneoide.
stripes we a?e heS. Plsyi the Lord to bruise him, and by his

. So Alfred-Bester’s "The’ Stars My Destination” with the Hero Gully Foyle 
seeking his soul—cleansing, is a religious novel, and, a very worthy one and 
important. The means whereby Gully Foyle is purged, the hell he finds and 
the way he finds it are sufficiently original, as one may expect from a science 
fiction hovel, to be of more than passing interest. The. Christ motif recurs 
throughout but Gully Foyle also experiences a series of symbolic deaths and 
rebirths, each rebirth seeing him.more enlightened, better endowed physically, 
and a soul more healthy because it is more tormented. He began with a long way 
to go and had to suffer many deaths.

The official records said of him.,
"A man of physical strength and' intellectual potential stunted by lack of 

.ambition, Ehergizes at mininium. The sterotype Common Man." <

. wrecked space-ship Nomad he lived nearly six months in a cub board
4 feet by 4 feet by.9 feet, and that without light, and was too mentally 

. la^y to go mad. I-t was the approach of another space-ship the Vorga-T 1339
: Which spurned his distress signals that killed the old Gully Foyl,e

"So in five seconds, he was born, 11.
of existence and six months of torture, Gully Fovi 
Man was no more, y* 1— '

, he lived and he died. After thirty years
OX -uorrure, Gully Foyle, the sterotype Common

, Tn_ , key turned in the lock of his soul and the floor was
opened. What emerged expunged th®. Common Man forever.”

a+ +?1? recurring Christ motif again. . ..Christ was also thirty years old )
A that'moment sloth died. At that moment too the common man died forever, and 
a newer, wiser man emerged, This Was one of Gully Foyle’s gifts to mankind.

Sere we have the first symbolic death, and after a gestation of six months
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Heracles strangled, the snakes, Gully Fbyle rescues himself. Bom the mail, 
enlivened $ith only one burning desire, revenge. But out of that unworthy 
desire, _he, like Faust who also had an unworthy desire, finds his salvation.

.* cxild Is father of the man" and:Gully’S efforts virtually kill him.
At this stage the Hero .undergoes a symbolic deaths his initiation into manhood. 
He is rescued by the '.Sciehtifie People. These are descendents of a party of 
scientists who were wrecked and not found.for generations. By this time they 
i +int° u 9dasi-scientific-cum-religious community. By them he
is initiated into manhood.

receive initiated into manhood, to receive a name, to
receive the marks of initiation,, to receive a wife. Gully gets all these’ 
l/hat Joseph their leader .says to Gully is significent.

VeIvU Srival You are a P^sant man.
scientific th attest- is the doctrine of Holy Darwin. Most '

?®"Jd^0I^.3nd the name is tattooed across his forehead, whilst be
like a ?evH.’s mask of swirling whorls that make him look
7b*8 tlS®r"««°f totemic significance because he behaves like a tiger 
(Bester originally called the book "Tiger’ Tiger’") Thi s in th? ini+i +• n mark (the moko of ,the Maori who were iSSoed^J^
Aborigines were, given heavy cicatri2ea across the chest upS iSSatS;

Cuchulain received an initiation mark, and the ancient Britins were tattooed 
with their''totems as were the Picts. Like Cuchulain, like the initiate of the 
Aborigines, Gully is presented with women and he is to choose one, as a w-ife. 
Inadvertently he does, Mbira.

. A word should be said about the meaning of names. Gully is ’short for 
Gulliver who first Visited little people, then large people, and the people 

«°i at least reminds me of a "gully-trap"under a sink... Gully is of the gutter, his speech, his thoughts^the P 
gutter; m him has collected all that is bad and noisome. "Nomad" means wand
erer, and Gully-has to wander far before he finds his rest. The Wanderer of 
course is Woden, one of Caryle’s archetype Heroes. Robin’s name Wednesbuiy, 
Me^  ̂ if n0t °f

-Gully the Avenger, excapes in a stolen space-ship, regardless of the damage 
it will do to the colony of The Scientific People. Later Moira calls him the 
man "who'destroyed us". Again he dibs a symbolic death and is rescued by the 
IP Navy and nursed back to health.

After initiation, education must continue for the. Hero, and Gully, like 
&he Australian Aborigine, like a Freemason, goes bn learning through various 
levels of understanding and experience. Gully Foyle is a monster. He uses his 
re-education as a cover to'steal, to obtain materials for blackmail, to make 
a bomb to destroy the space-ship that had abandoned him, not yet sufficiently 
aware that-the inanimate ship was not at fault. He rapes and blackmails his 
instructor, Robin, destroying the kind happy girl she was and leaves her 
filled with bitterness and hate. He uses her to help, and fianlly she trys 

a lot people in hfer unsuccessful attempt. The first
Gully would have been too lazy to rape, this one is a monster.
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Again he suffers asymbolic death. His efforts to destroy the Vorga is 
unsuccessful and he*is captured. But first Dagenham seeks information from 
him, and has to say, "He’s not an ordinary man", and Gully’s "an uncommon man", 
and finally, "You're really uni cue. " He is confined in the caves of the 
Gouffre Martel, a jail built in "caves and kept perpetually dark. By a freak 
of nature he contacts a girl who is also a prisoner arid they determine tb 
excape. During this time a significent part of his education occurs...he is 
convinced he has to be more subtle, be educated and use his brains. For
swearing bombs as mere brute strength he breaks out of prison with a sledge
hammer, taking the girl with him] The girl is Jisbella McQieen. If Beowulf 
rescues a treasure from a cave, surely Gully rescues a treasure in the 
red-haired Jisbella. With her help he has the tattoo removed, obtains a apace 
ship and goes to collect the bullion in the Nomad (and incidently a fantast
ically terrible explosive which can only be den'otated by thought and will-, . 
that is, by mentally expressing a desire for its detonation..."the road to 
hell", Jisbella calls it. Dagenham arrives at the critical moment and Gully .■ 
abandons Jisbella and flees with the loot. This is another symbolic death 
but we are not told how he evaded his enemies or how he excaped.

It is commonplace for the Hero to find/or win a treasure,Beowulf wins a 
treasure froii the Worm, but it is his death. The power of the treasure to kill 
is present too in Tolkien’s "The Hobbit" where the treasure "upon which a 
dragon has long brooded" is the death of Thorin. Much of this is reminiscent 
of the "Nibelungenlied" which indeed Tolkien used, as he did "Beowulf", It 
comes as no surprise that with the bullion which Gully Foyle finds in the 
Nomad is a box containing the fantastic and frightening explosive which may 
be detonated by "will and idea", and indeed later part of it is set off by 
Robin projecting thoughts of hate. The arrival, at the critical moment, of 
Dagenham seems suggestive. The name suggests "dragon", the traditional'guard
ian of treasures, and cantor of . young maidens, and in fact he captures, and 
keeps (actually marries) Jisbella, the traditional price exacted by such 
dragon guardians.

But there has been some awakening within Gully Foyle, not the least because 
of the conversation, or battle between them on the way to the Nomady and 
Jisbella-s "Liar,,,Lecher... Tiger...Ghoul. The walking cancer...Gully: Foyle. • 
And, ''

"Yes, rich and empty. You've got nothing within you Gully dear.. .Nothing 
but hatred and revenge. "

"It's enough."
"Enough for now. But later?" 
"Later? That depends. " 
"It depends on your insides Gully; what you get hold of."

Gully says he. wants something to control himself and later find.s it, for 
when he becomes emotionally distrurbed the old tattooing shows up in blood-red 
on his face. Thereafter he must exercise his will to prevent its return and 
his discovery.

When Gully Foyle returns he is a different man. He has had his body speeded 
up by a special operation, he has educated himself and is now a virtual- 
superman. Like Krishna, he returns as a buffoon (remember that other Heroes,
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eg. Heracles and Odysseus and. David were either mad or feigned madness). Few 
see through this disguise and it enables him to continue his vendetta* but ? 
he has altered. "My rutting season’s over", he says, and it is so, He takes 
Robin, the girl he has raped, into partnership to.find the Vorga, refusing 
to use 'blackmail, and never touching her sexually again. He has also learnt 
some kindness. Gully Foyle has ’so much bettered his spul.: His promise is to \ 
give the girl he has destroyed a.completely new start. She falls-in-love 
with him and only leaves him when he falls in love with another woman, and 
like Dei’aneira wife to Heracles, begins to destroy him.

So many Heroes have harrowa-d hell that the,- track there and back must be 
well worn. But the hells that'Gully Foyle visits.harrow Gully Foyle. It is 
his quest for the Vprga that takes him through various hells, -hells Wherein 
he sees himself. Ih^rirst of the damned he finds is taking Analogue, a 

f^ P^ohotics‘which makes a-man.act like the animal'he ' 
FoSb m^vaPPears, MS®?-face burn^ crimson, Gully.

no^V quests he seSs the burning figure at
crisis points. Actually the figure appears at other crisis -points but he 
does not see them, the Hero doubles back to help himself, ®. ’ ■

The second of .the damned is a Disease-Collector, a man who collects 
neurotic-addicts in whom is induced an illegal para-disease.

■ The third of the damned is amongst the "dregs abd scum of the Solar 
^rstem", in the moon colony. f

. "He was met by an appaling spectacle. There were two hundred men in the 
giant room$ there were whores and their hard-eyed-pimps, professional 
gamblers and their portable tables, dope—peddlers, money-lenders. There 
was a haze of arid smoke and .the stehch of alcohol and Analogue. Furnature 
bedding, clothes, unconscious bodies, empty bottles, rodsting food were 
scattered on the floor. It.was all Hogarth."
The auarry himself was weeping in the washroom. No punishment Gully.could 

rig up'could surpass the hell this man was already enduring. "Rqyenge is for 
SfamL.never for reality," Gully, says. His revulsion for hrmself is so 
strong that his passion'for revenge is only kept going by the thought of th 
real crime of the Vorga, six hundred refugees, stripped and thrown into 
space, and women at’that. •

The fourth circle of hell was the ultimate retreat from reality. It was 
a Sklotsky Colony.

"The ancient Sklotsky sect of White Russia, believing that sex.was the 
noot of all evil, practised an atrocious self—castration to eiqoirate tne 
foot. The modern Sklotskys, believing that sensation Was the root of all 
evil, practised an even more barbarious custom..Having entered.the 
Sklotsky Colony and paid a fortune for the privilege, the initiates 
submitted joyfully to an operation that severed the sensory nervous system 
system, and lived out their days without sight, sound, speech, smell, 
taste or touch.

"...In actuality, the senseless creatures were packed in catacombs 
: whei?e they sat on rough stone slabs -and were fed and exercised once a

day. For' twenty three out of twenty four hours they sat alone in the dark, 
untended, unguarded, unloved." ^4
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Foyle recognises these as the "livin' dead*1. Ironically he has rigged up 
a box such as he lived in upon the Nomad for six months, as a punishment 
for the guilty but it could be no hell compared with that of a Sklotsky 
with a guilty conscience, and this his Victim had.

In reality this is not all of the hell he visits. Finally he recognises 
none of these as being as bad as himself. He symbolically dies again in a 
mad excape from the Colony, and is rescued by the Vorga and the woman he 
loves, to discover that she-is the enemy he seeks. He cries out in agony, 

"’Remorseless, lecherous, treacherous, kindless villianj It’s true.
I’m no better than you, Worse,.,,, ’" ^-5

Gully Foyle has learned to loathe himself, and he sees himself in the 
person he has sought for so long to destroy? he now no longer wants revenge.

Now it is the time for temptation. Remember that Christ fasted fourty 
days in the wilderness and when he was itangryhe was tempted, first to 
turn stones into bread and eat, Gully Foyle is new tempted at his weakest 
points. He resists the teiftptation to take revenge, to take a parther and 
with the woman he loves go oh a rampage of destruction, "We’re iheoStrong," 
to which he retorts, "We’re the damned." He is then offered safety beside 
the woman he loves, but this he rejects and demands to face his retribution.

The temptation is continued by the most powerful people in the world, 
and what is offered reveals the men as they are.

Presteign tempts...
"I offer'you power. Adoption as my heir, partnership in the Presteign 

Enterprises, the chieftainship of clan and sept. Together we can own the 
world." Gully declines and asks if Presteign. will offer his daughter for 
the "path to hell" and Presteign, stripped naked, agrees,

Dagenham offers "Glory,,,We can'offer honour,..We can offer security. 
We’ll wipe out your criminal record, give you an honoured name, guarantee 
a niche in the hall of fame."

But it is Jisbella who suggests that Gully be idealistic, Jisbella whom 
he deserted. But npne of them will pay the price of idealism.

But it is Robin, the Robin whom he raped that asks Gully what he wants. 
He replies,

"I want to be punished, I want to be purged, I want to pay for what 
I’ve done and settle the account. I want to be rid of this damnable 
cross I’m carrying,..this ache that’s cracking my spine...."
Nany Heroes are beyong the normal Confides of society, a law to them

selves, fend this is suggested, and it is Robin, who has been the most hurt, 
who says, "There must always be sin and forgiveness, Wg’re never beyond 
that.”

What does it profit a man if he gain the whole'world and lose his own 
soul? Gully Foyle is determined to save his soul, but merely rejecting 
the world will not save it.

1rometheus stole fire from the heavens and gave the dangerous gift to 
w '.kind, and as a punishment spends eternity chained to a rock with a 
vulture tearing at his liver. Gully gives the "road to hell" to the neo j; 
of the earth, telling that they have the power to destroy themselves. 'hi.
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Prombtheus stole fire from the heavens and gave the dangerous gift to. 
mankind arid as a punishment snends eternity chained to a rock with a. _. 
vulture* tearing Jt Ss liver. Gully gives the -road to hell" to the people 
of thb earth, te ling them that they have the power to destroy themselves. 
This is the power of death he gives them. The secret of gating to the stars 
is his to give them too? to open the stars to every man. This is the gi 
of life. The Common.Manhas died forever.

Now-, "pure: and. made-apt for mounting to the stars" Gully Foyle teleports 
to various star systems where men may now make their homes. Finally he 
returns to the Noihad, to The Scientific People, "his eyes burning with 
divine . revelation, I. .now he sjjept an® me^i.tiaied, digesting and encomppassmg 
the magificence he has learned." Moira, the wife they had giyen him (and 
whom he ignored), finds him and tells Joseph their leader...

"You will not hurt him?" ■ ,.
"All debts must be paid..."
When Joseph .sees Gully the "anger in his face was replaced with wonder.
"You cannot punish him," Moira said. "He is dying."
"No," answered Joseph quietly. "He is dreaming. I, a priest, know these 

dreams. Presently he will awaken and read, to us, his people, his thoughts."
."And then ybu will punish him. " ,

"He has found that already in himself," Joseph said.
(To what magnificence this character of Joseph rises. Throughout the book 

the characters have that nobility, that grandness famaliar to the great 
French romantic novelists.) . ’

• n +Vi n "silver basin of warm water and a silver

;;; ~ “J EBS.LZE”
..cleansing and.sets the food Before hi a t ® and give the gift of
With .the world she sat and waited for Gully to awaKen ai a $ 
life. .

So Heracles, his labours over, becomes a demigod.
T+ iq p measure of the greatness Of this book, that Gully F°yle > rising 

from his Sloth, and becoming a tiger, must kill that tiger to redeem his

to man., but he was greater than Promethius, for like Faust> Gu y 
Foyle saves his soul.

N man's achievement can be greater than that of saving his soul.
0 O0O0O0O0O
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SOME THOUGHTS on OZCON
by John J.Alderson (who was -there.')

It is not my purpose, here or elsewhere, jto give a Con report. For two 

reasons. Firstly, though I was there, I did,not attend all that maHy of the 
panels, people were so'busy talking to me that I was quite hoarse.after it 
was all over. Secondly, as the only local yokel (that I know of) /to get his 
picture in the paper I could be forgiven fofuthinking 'that I was the most 
important, which the less important will immediately and hotly/deny, despite 
the revelent facts of course, andSrather than/risk Hhis happening yi this 
high level non-controversal magazine, I shall'’only (give a few of my impress
ions. The most vivid one of course was standing waiting to go up-'in a lift, 
closely followed by an equally vivid impression of ’the''hours. qpent waiting 
to go down in a lift. There was a fire-excapfe. but in the event of a major 
fire the Southern Cross Hotel would be a deathtrap.Was not happy at all 
about the standard of the hotel, things like the air-conditioning which in 
some rooms could not even be switched off, and which left the place far too 
hot for my comfort. It took three days with the air—conditing off and the 
windows open to make the room liveable. I think sadly of the hotels in the 
country where the carpet is thicker and the tarrif a fraction, where they 

trade by quality and not due to their name and international 
association. However, that1 s past.

I found myself in two panels, the first of which I had some weeks warning. 
That was "The Role of Sheep in Science Fiction." Just before the panel com
menced John Foyster, who chaired it, told me that Bruce Gillespie would not 
be speaking on the panel. Not in so many words. He merely bowled up to me 
and said,'"John, there will be no long and boring speeches." However Bruce 
did speak, using the time to give a spiel about the book he has published, 
^he Electric Shepherd, being reprints from SF Commentary. I saw him later, 
like Mathew sitting at the receipt of custom and made cautious inquiry about 
th? ^?olF and.whether he would autograph one for me. He obliged. I then pointed 
out that having been scribbled in it was now second h'nd and worth less, but 
Scrouge Gillespie insisted on full price. However, to revert to the panel, 
which I had the priveledge of opening. I took the view thad sheep were.alien 
n°^lie5S+bent Oi? destroying the human race, quoting that great Sf writer 
Banjo Paterson m support, and ended by deciding that sheep were driving 
the country to drink, illustrating it from a bottle of wine I had.

After the panel I was immediately grabbed by a reporter from The Age (for 
which George Turner writes but don’t let that deceive you). We had a long 
chat and he had'a drink, and that was'that, except that next day he found me 
and aprologised, that because of the newspeper strike the piece had not got 
in. He" however introduced me to the Reporter from The Sun or The Herald who 
pestered me about how important sheep were in science fiction. Being a 
gentleman and not wishing to pull his leg as most farmers would have, I tried 
to put him right. Duly next day there appeared in both papers a beautiful 
picture of me with the most garbled garbage underneath.



I think that somebody had mentioned that it was Robin Johnson’s idea to 
have some Australian content in the Con. This was credite^to me, and so was 
a statement that Australia used to ride on the sheep’s back. I did say during 
the panel that science fiction writers had been looking for aliens from Venus 
to Vega end pll places beyond whilst all the time they were in our own 

search for newpaddocks. This was translated into "Science fiction writers 
places to write about, but they have been missing what have been in their 
own back paddocks." Despite being a trained journalist of old myself and 
continually side-stepping the issue, I was still credited with "Mr Alderson- 
said he hoped people took his plea for sheep seriously." I confess to being 
indecently amused when I read the nonsense and Was quite put out when I got 
home and found none of my neightbours had seen my picture in the papers due to 
■the strike...not of course that I am vainglorious but it would really have 
put them in their place.

I was also in the panel discussing "Myth and Legend in Science Fiction" 
which was a much more serious panel, and which went unreported. There I 
with Ursula Le Guin one end and Bert Chandler the other, both with foul pipe 
adding considerably to the smog, and Christine McGowan, who chaired the panel, 
sitting close beside me reidy to hit me with a bottle should I say the wronl 
thing, and me there too, with nary a thing to drink.

I shall mention one other phnel on which appeared George Turner, Ben Bova 
and others. I forget 'the theme, but it does not matter. George was laying 
forth on the iniquities of modern science fiction and editors for not correct- 

’ ' ‘ Ben Nova, editor of Analog. In the words of a fine old folit. I was watchin
song, "his face a bloody study."

On the Saturday I returned from a vain effort to obtain breakfast I 
met Robert Silverberg on his way to The Space Age Bookshop, whereupon, o0 h® 
wouldn't get lost, I accompanied him. Space Age I think, disappointed us botn. 
I saw only three Australian books there, all of which I believe arc readily
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obtainable in America* As quite a few visitors pointed, out, they were, inter
ested in books that were not available cheaper in the States, and judging 
from the purchases mad.e at Sovereign Hill (Ballarat) on where there
was a Very limited Australiana collection, they meant what they said. IJUke 
Glicksohn (who is a right good bloke with an excellent taste in wine) asked 
me about buying.Australian books, explaining that most of what hj saw Was 
overpriced American books, (For those, incidently who expected M ke and I 
to have a real stand up fight with blood and guts everywhere, were dis
appointed. Meeting him was one! of the great pleasures of the Convention.) 
However to return to Silverfish and I at Space Age books, we then toodled 
over-to the State Library and looked at the reading and-catalogue room. 
Well, Bays-Bob, there*s only one w-ay to judge a library, so he looked up 
Silverberg, and sure enough they have a couple of his books (out of a 100 
or So.) See if I have done better says I, and sure enough therevwere 
about a dozen entries. I flicked them through dairly fast so Bob would not 
notice that the entries are all double and so he would not notice the no of 
pages, they had. Oh I admit I cheated, doublj. If Bob’s books are not there 

■ § feW cents* If mine ain’t I get put in jail. However, in defence
oi the library, they do have an science fiction collection which is probably 
indexed elsewhere.

..One cannot dismiss Foyster’s failure to poison all the overseas visitors 
with stale pies. They arrived Friday and he kept them Under his bed until 
Sunday, then invited everyone up for a pie night. At least, he killed what 
may hhve grown into a flourishing export trade to the detriment of those who 
grow or procure whatever it is that goes into pies. The Sydney effort was 
more successful. Ursula Le Guin got poisoned with a Sydney oyster at the 
banquet.... the Melbourne committee apparently did not know they have been 
condemned for human consumption since before the World War.

I found Ursula a charming woman...please I cannot mention all the charming 
women who were at the Con...would you like me to mention those who were not? 
Christine McGowan tried to get me to speak to a certain (non-male) reporter^ 
who claims men are scared of her. I took one look and said, "I’m scared too, 
she’s repulsive." Says Christine, "She’s repulsive to us women too."

It would be.remiss of me not to mention Susan Wood who enjoyed herself so 
much she’s coming back. Of course after the climate of Regina perhaps Melb
ourne iS somewhat heavenly. She flung her arms around me and kissed me, no 
more than I expect any girl to do, but it is a bit of a shock when they do. 
It was only at the end of the Con that she stopped talking and I managed to 
sing to her the song I believe the Committee suppressed....

"Goodbye Melbourne Town 
Melbourne. Town, goodbye; 
I am leaving you today 
For a country far away; 
Though today I’m stoney broke' 
Without a single brown, 
Goodbye Melbourne Town, 
Melbourne Town, goodbye. "

In conclusions I did hear some anti-American mutterings from some of the 
locals, but Inhope they were not expressed to the visitors. I saw and heard 
nothing from any of the American visitors that deserved such mutterings, and 
while I know that anti-American feeling is growing in Australia, it is a bad 
thing. It solves nothing. It is too, unbecoming of us.

Remember, Botony Bay in ’88.



OPTIONS by Robert Sheckley, 158 pgs, Pyramid Books, 1_25
The reader may be interested in what is going to happen to TomMishkin next, 

but he or-she will not he worried. Indeed it seems that -Tom himself is not 
unduly worried. Simply the story is that he breaks down whilst on a space 
flight through' the Lesser Magellanic Cloud whils.t loaddd with a most non- 
descript batgo, and lands on the planet Harmonia where he seeks a spare part. 
Of course this'is where the troubles begin because Harmonia is a planet of 
hallucinations, dr at Least is when Mishkin arrives, and to make things more 
complicated-.he has a rather disorientated robot (not the least of whose 
problems .arise. from the' fact that he was programmed for a different plent). 
From thiA moment OnwafdS, neithet Mishkin nor the reader knows whatis going 
to happen next.. All of which is terribly funny. for the reader, and all the 
multitudiou< adventto whether they are real or imag nary, is taken with 
considerable aplomb by Mishkin. . r ■

The reader1 may have noted that this takes place in the Lesser Magellanic 
Cloud, ,which is some few mipes aWay, indeed out of this world altogether, . 
The book is' indeed out. of - this world,' and indeed it has an Alibe-in^Hoftderlahd 
charm about it that is. quite capi^ating. It has considerable humour, indeed 
it is probably:one of the funnier Sf books indedd one of the more, humourous 
that I have come across, and wort reading on that account alone; Whether or 
not it contains some deeper philosphy which I have not perceived, whether, 
it really-does,have some earth-shaking mesaage, I don't know. But humour .ft. 
a precious thing, read it for that. ,

•• • '0 C ' • '
THE OTHER GLASS TEAT by Harlan Ellison, 397 pgs, Pyramid-Books, $US 1-50.

Despite the author banging the drum .for the first glass teat, "The Other 
Glass Teat" did not send me rushing to the local newsagent to purchase it. 
Admittedly, it> relevance for Australia is very small. T^is will-not stop a 
lot of drips from buying it, indeed seeing we are so uncritical in Australia 
we are regarded as a good dumping ground for remaindered books from America. 
As the sweet little girl in the local newsagent told me, "he sell anything,"

This is a series of newspaper columns, dealing mainly with TV, and quite in 
keeping’’with the American .character with its urge to belittle and destroy. 
Naturally this column would be' popular^ but is it really critical? Condemning 
something,-,pr in, this case nearly everything is not being critical. There is 
a differencebelieve it or not. Certainly Ellison makes some pretty cutting 
commentsand certainly TV is pretty banal, what else can people expect if they 
insist on 16 hours TV per day,, of course it will be banal. Fiye or six nours 
per week would be more rcasohahle, but the present situation is like expecting 
to sit down and eat caviar all day long, all the year. It will start to. stink 
and TV stinks for that same reason, there is too much of it.

It is difficult not to compare this series.with a siMliar newspaper serie 
(Harris, "The Angry Eye") in Australia. Certainly Harris is not confined to 
TV, (in reality neither is Ellison), and Ellison 'shows up badly. As a writer 
he is vulgar and coarse, his breadth of vision very harrow. He lackspolish 

and finesse, he lacks the ability to really be critical and penetrating. Yes 
indeed, comparedwith Harris he is an illiterate buffoon.
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Herewith are some FANZINE NOTICES, not because I want to but because somehow 
or other this page is going to be blank if I don’t, and in any case my comments 
may encourage the feeble minded to subscribe and thereby increase Post Office 
revenue...Skip that.

Accordingly let us start with the one that'won the Ditmar, OSIRIS. This 
lately has been arriving in an old gold cover, usually with a picture on it . 
It is published by Del and Dennis Stocks of P.O. Box 235 Albion, Brisbane 4010. 
I have before me Nos 14-16 plus the Velikovsky special. These are all inter
esting with a leaning towards hard science, but not adverse to the other sort.

GEGENSCHEIN is passing, or so Eric Lindsaynof 6 Hillcrest Ave, Faulconbridge 
says, and will become a personal thingo with himself the main contributor. 
Never, mind it went out in a blaze of glory with two articles by myself in the 
same issue...John John John, stop bragging. But Eric did have some good art. 
’’ell high postage etc etc, its killing us all.

. Now the accurate fanzine PHILOSPHICAL GAS Nos 31 and 32 edited by John 
Bangsund of P.O. Box 357, Kingston ACT 2604. These issues are given over to 
letters and John’s March of M^nd, which are all very interesting. And yes, 
I listened Bert Chandler about that bridge disaster, the one just wan t-ing to 
happen when the "Lake Illawarra" cut Hobart in two. Generally its the "Mcltonrn 
"Melbourne" that cuts things in two isn’t it.

RATAPLAN the fanzines with naked women to the front, from Leigh Edmonds of 
P.O. Box 74, Balaclava Vic . Where do you see women like that Leigh. A nice 
article by Lesleigh Luttrell on a blizzard and another by Roger Sween on 
libraries, Mention made of the fact that no article by myself and absence 
noted. Leigh Edmonds if you wamttarticles you send stamped addressed envelopes.

THE FORERUNNER is edited by Shayne McCormack and is official organ of the 
Sydney Science Fiction Foundation. Address 49 Orchard Rd Bass Hill 2197. 
This issue No 2 has an article by Bert Chandler on Publishing In Australia 
but otherw^ise is mainly this and that.

However FORERUNNER QUARTERLY is a different kettle of fish, and is edited 
by Sue Clarke at 32 Spurwood Rd, Warrimoo 2775. Must be nearly a 100 pages, 
Sue only got up to 78. Whilst this is excellent compared with other, fanzines, 
it is quite substandard compared with past issues,..no article by me, not 
only that we are merely promised an interesting article by me for the next 
issue, but an excellent one by Bert Chandler. Snif snif, don’t you love me 
any more Suel.However, it has almost everything else, articles of all sorts 
ana poetry too and pictures, all on pink paper.

AD is back again from the Adelaide University Science Fiction Association, 
Students Association Office, Adelaide University, North Terrace Adelaide, 5001- 
This is mainly stories with an editorial in the centre. It also has some 
strange artwork and some not so strange..

THE EYE id a Tolkein fanzine, produced by the Sydney University Tolkein 
Society, P.O. Box 272 Wentworth. This is a spirit duplicated fanzine, a little 
hard on the eyes at times, and this is the first issue. Most of the articles 
are on Tolkein but there is one on Micheal Moorcock which I thought was some
what difficult to stomach ..I can't regard Moorcock as of much value. However 
contains some of Tolkein's songs set to music. Interesting.

Finally The MAD DAN REVIEW No 1. M.A. Ortlieb 0/ Nar^acoorte High School 
Naracoorte 5271. Has an article on Heinlein's "Time Enough for Love", inter
esting but I remain unconvinced.



THE FLIGHT FROM MAN
"My candle here becomes the barometer 
For time and Iho declined' dax-k-and near

• Visible- invisible, outside and within, 
/ That blows away the light and blinds the pen . '

I wield for providence unproved. "
David Rowbotham.

Just' prior to' 1600 A. D. the great anil the brilliant Mediterranean schools 
of art wore petering out,' the brightest of the bunch, the Venetian expiring 
in a brilliant but dead sunset. Those words. I use, "brilliant, " "brightest" 
refer h?th to th?i:r artistic merit, and their magificent colour. With them 
theMedieval period,>an age of great colour and great beauty, of greatpiety 
and great endouvour, camo to an end. After 1600 we are in the modern era, 
the Age of Explosion. For with littleexception, the styles and the subjects 
of apinting prior ..to 1600 were all one ;all over Europe, for although certainly 
no-one could confuse a Durer With a Raphael, the artists were.bound by the 
same economic and social and religious circumstances. The Church Was thr 

the. ^rtistc tended to reflect the religion of the age in 
Vhiph_ he^li^ indeed; the. pre-reformation, artist did this with some gusto, 
and, the. pnly other ..patron or buyer, of art was the nobil.Uy; Certainly, the 
Medieval period ; was one-of outward exploration as well as the acceptance of 
.the-laerning of-the past, - and this again kept them in the one tradition. The 
acceptance of the. learning of the past, whilst it freed the artist from the 
grotesque of the immediate fol’iibre, and from the superstition against .. ,, 
dRioting, the human face as a likeness., (it. Was considered that an accurate 
likeness would give an enemy power over one's soul, a factor not.much noticed 
in a.rt histories, few of whose writers seem to realize that the Primitives 
Were derived from Irish manuscript illustration and Byzantine icons). Thg 
ancient Greek .treatment of the human body was naturalised to its climax by 
Michelangelo (in ,David, Mdses, etc), but the worst aspects of. classicism grew 
to. bedevil (particularly 7_ouch cnd En^Llsh) painting and architecture for 
centuries to come.

Hitherto art had been the prerogative of the Church and the'nobility, there 
being nobody else wealthy enough to commission or buy a work of art^ and it 
must be remembered that, by today's standards' artists were well paid indeed. 
However the Dutch were staunch republicans, a blessing or a disease of the 
Middle-Class depending upon one's point of view. The Butch Burger had some 
wealth, probably not enough to commission huge works such a,s the Venetian 
paintings, besides; they lached homes big enough to.hang such. Indeed that 
great masterpiece;of Rembrandt, _The Night Watch was several times cut down in 
size to fit it to available ^all-spacer So size became limited. There is 
another aspect of the middle class, they are godly after a fashion, of a 
Sunday, and their piety did not extend to'having scenes of the Crucifiotion 
looking down over their mid-week drinking, so subject matter changed to the 
homely domestic scenes which they could look on'when it was too dull to look 
out the window. Every one of Rembrandt's subjects could have been found within 
a mile of his doorstep. 'But "in his religious pictures (in which all the
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dramatis personae are citizens of Amsterdam) Christianity for the first time 
since Giotto becomes an affair for ordinary men and women." 1 This meant a 
radically different type of.art. The artists were agin close to the people, 

. indeed there were so many artists that one can only conclude that they were
Part of the people. It is difficult to say of Course, just how the poorer 
cottagers adorned their Walls, whether they hung daubs by talented sons and 
daughters, or scraped and saved until they could buy some superannuated piece 
nJ n the Same the P°orer People' of not so long ago hung prints

-
aim by the curse of art theories. the overwhelming denial of that

The expression of naturalism in art reached its high-water mark in Dutch 
paintings, which is not to say that their work was necessarily the best or 
the.high water mark in art itself. That is another question entirely.

At the Same time Philip II was attempting raise Spain to her former 
greatpess, by a somewhat more noble method. El Greco was his greatest achieve
ment ^though El Gerco may have, put it differently). Ascetic and severe, the 
paintings of El Greco seem to typify the essential in the Spanish character, 
and,there nrose a.school of painting in Spain, brilliant at times in colour, 
severe and restrained in treatment, indeed the very opposite that one would 
naturally expect from court painters. Probably something in the calvanistic 
subjects stirred the hard hearts of Scottish connoisseurs of a later age so 
that the best collections of Spanish art outside Spain exist in Scotland. (Or 
did, they are probably housed in American bank vaults now). Essentially it was 
ah aristrocratic art, a long way from the people.

The French, ever the centre of civilization as they will tell you in 
w borrowed extensibely from the Dutch, as in painters like

whose art is usually as cold as his subjects., you 
^ozen canals, and Poussin who fancied himself another Raphael and wno painted those gorgeously attired people in landscapes as^they 

to be, brown trees and ionic columns scattered stregically here' 
and there. French art was a glorious hotchpotch of everythin 
hailed as France's original contribution to

and 
Watteau

g, to this day

worst, of believing your own propaganda. Here 
aspiring artist who thougnt trees were green 
he got short shift.

the art of the world. That's the 
and there may have struggled an
and ought to be painted so, but

The third main stream of art was-English. English artists were usually 
anxious to copy their French rivals, but whether they were colour blind or 
just perverse, they refused to ornament their landscapes with the peacock-hued 
figures of Poussin, but they religiously stuck to the idea that treey and gras 
were brown'and they made their human figures drab and dull to blend with the 
landscapes. Indeed, little is more dismal than an English painting of a land
scape, no matter where it isi They were helped in th>s folly by tne now 
decadent Dutch painters, who, having reached the winter of their artistic 
achievement, painted the winter of their subjects.

Now there arose a great artist in the person of Constable. He saw the trees 
green and painted it so, he saw the grass green and painted it so. He saw men
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and women and painted them so. When he was exhibited, he was asked, "But 
where are your brown trees. All artists knew trees were brown and one could 
hardly expect them to leave their studios to verify something that every 
artist knew of old. So Constable received short shift, though to give the 
French their due, when he exhibited in Paris at least one French artist went 
back to his studio and repainted his trees green. It may be, indeed it is 
objected that Constable’s landscapes are too dreamy and pretty, but I have 
been in Constable country and know-he painted accurately. Yet for all that hi. 
his work had very little influence, and a century later Englishmen were still 
painting their landscapes brown as they ought to be and not as they are. (in 
fact, if my memory serves me correctly the last'exhibition I saw of English 
art in England the landscapes were sombre brown, even those of Venice which 
happens to be white and gold as Streeton painted it.

The Pre-Raphaelites made a gallant attempt to show the English thai the 
world iS a colourful place, but they too perished under the English.smog. The 
English, great worshippers of the old Old Masters pointed to centuries old 
paintings hidden behind years of accumulated grime and darkened varnish (i u 
was n fetish for'every purchaser of a painting to slap on a coat of vamisn 
over everything), and intimated in the best coneertive manner that one should 
not depart from the Sacred principles evident in such wonderful paintings. The 
cleansing of old paintings by modern methods is always a .revelation. Of course
cleaning of. old'paintings has its bitter and vocal critics. Only Turner of the 
Pre-Raphaelites, though later the Impressionalists calimed him, did any good 
and outlasted them. He was of no school and he was not Kith.-them except per
haps in spirit. But the Pre-Raphaelites were doomed to failure. Although they 
were very careful with their detail they usually chose literary subjects, 
("serious" was the word).

Prior to the arrival of the Impressionalists there were various artists, 
painting nature as it seems, not as it ought to be. Indeed some of the artists 
who later became the Impressionalists and some who never really became.Impres
sionalists. Here in Australia the Heidelberg painters were in their prime, ana 
all over the country artists (inducing vast numbers of women who had more 
available time than men) were painting straight from nature.

longer in the 
by the time ofSy now the wheel had turned full circle. The.weal th was no 

hands of just the merchants, indeed the lower middle classes, 
the Impressionalists, were buyers of art. And they did buy, and were^ 
art until about the time of the Post-Impressionalists. Then.as 
stopped buying for the very good reason that there was nothing

a whole they
worth their

money.
idea of paint- 
their art a

The Impressionalists had an odd idea or two, but their main 
ing a picture as it occurred in a fleeting moment in time gave 
spontaneousness previously lacking but it also gave a lack of solidity. Some 
of thdr number were however afflicted with defective vision generally myopic 
and one must stand a very long way from.their art to get into focus. They were 
succeeded moreover by others whose eyesight was even mere defective an i 
some cases mentally defective (Van Gogh being an exampe of both). They were 

.the beginning of what should, and must now be regarded aS the ■anti-artists , 
who set out deliverately to destroy all traditions and all beauty in art.
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It may be debatable as to whether anti-art should be-permitted, though only- 
much deserved ridicule Can be used against'them, but, being dh&YitiAUre ignd 
allfewing;ythat anti-art should'be permitted, there is no reason at all to oe 
so charitable to those rogues, knaves and con-men who lapped up their work . 
and called it art. This perversion by these so-called critics had no excuse, 
and the general run of people in the community, baffled by these fools yet 
rejecting the "anti-art" of the so-called modern artists, simply did not 
buy any art. It will not surprise anyone of course who know anything of the 
social mores of business men, to see this "anti-art" in their offices, for 
business men are notoriously always several generations behind the rest of 
the community in social progress.- Art is now again, being painted and bought, 
and.it 3-^ last an art to which the common mah can identify himself. The 
artist and the community are becoming one again, and this is as it should be. 
However, let us examine this "anti-art" more closely.

The general trend for three hundred years has been that which has been 
associated with the academies which were growing further and furteher from 
the people with an art becoming more and more stylized. "In the late nineteenth 
nineteenth century the artist'reached a high point of isolation from the 
public, working for himself or-for a limited number of art lovers who main
tained private collections insulated from public scrutiny." 2 When the - 
Impressionalists so successfully broke with the dead academic art-forms, the 
flood gates were opened,'not as the Impressionalists so emphatically had 
tried to obtain, -realism, but to non-reality, dehumanisation and utter est
rangement from the public. Myers adds. "The Post-Impressionalists and later 
artists mostly existed in. a vacuum." 3 He later describes it as a "flight 
from reality." 4 .

"But Ce'zanne's detatchment was even more complete. He studied his land
scapes or his fragment of still life or his sitter in a spirit of real 
research, reducing all three to their simplest terms, dehumanising them 
in just the same Way as a medical student must dehumanize the body he is 
dissecting. Cezanne's portraits of his wife shed no light on the character 
of Madame Ce'zanne; they even tell one very little about her outward 
appearance. "5

Other Post-Impressionalists were "psychologically excapist," for example 
Van.Gogh retreatedzinto the mind and Gauguin abandomned civilization for the 
South Sea Islands. Whilst it must be admitted that the times were dehuman
ized this does not condone the "artist" for adding to the tale of human mis
ery, and in any Case to accept that excuse is to admit that the artist is the 
product of his society and not its moulder. This I cannot except (as a creative 
artist myself, however humble), nor does it ring true historically. The first 
of these "anti-art" exhibitions was held several years before the beginnings 
of the Great War, and the.dehumanizatibn due to.that war was a flow process.
My father, who soldiered throughout those five yeans repeatedly told me, 
"If you saw someone wounded.in no-man's land, he wasn't a digger, or a Turk, 
or a German?'he was a man needing help' and you went and got him." And nothing 
I have heard, or read from Bi tiler side has ever suggested in any way that that 
spirit was not true. The fact is that the dehumanization of society began 
with these "artists", and they made.the Great War, and the fools..who succeeded 
them made the World War, and still they empty humanity from man and leave him 
a husk of no account. The stains on their garments is not paint, it is blood.
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In a'few years the "anti-art" movement took firmer shape..To quote Calvin 
Tomkins,

"When a collector pays ten thousand dollars for a work that is not onlv 
aesthetically but physically ephemeral - it is almost inevitably will fill 
to pieces within a few years - there is some justification for thinking 
the market itself has become absurd, and that the artist, who always 
appreciates a joke on the bourgeois, is actively hastening its collapse." ? 

Marcel Duchamp indeed hated paining, it bored him, and for many years carried 
on an assault on all artistic traditions with the exhibition of absurdities 
which he signed and therefore made works of art. Professor Mitscherlich in his 
study of social psychology puts forward the idea that society having rejected 
the father must reject traditions and claims the "subjects of our art reflect 
this.situation. "Finished objects have become inherently uninteresting." ° 
But it is all very well to be eccentric but that is no excuse for the fools 
who lauded Duchamp and Rauschenberg and their ilk as great artists.

It was excessively difficult to satirize these men. Their ability to turn 
around and say that the most outrageous spoof was indeed a great work_of -rt 
was pro verbal. Indedd the Dadaist movement was admittedl? Howlver

Pans abstract painters who regarded him as a fumiste (a practical joker) 
They would not dream th^t they were being satirized. Tinguely's masterpiece 

date has been the Homage to New York which he built in. i960 and which 
naturally contained machines for making abstract paintings, all being destroyed 
by tire and explosions immediately upon completion, this being part of the 
joke of the ephemeral nature of "modern art". The very last thing any frater?- 
nity wants to admit that they are being laughed at, but here finally the 
abstractionalmsts have been laughted out of court and they havn't seen the 
joke.

T
The satrical nature of Tinguely's machines extend too into the industrail 

side. They are made from junk, mechanically they are preposterious and usually 
work badly. The time seems to have arrived when human sillyness is so great 
that men don't know, or hardly know they are being laughed at. And Tinguely 
is laughing.

Two historians sum up the matter with no mincing of words, 
"Other art forms, painting, poetry, sculpture and architecture expresses 
the same lack of purpose or significence beyond the mere wanton self- 
assertion of the homunculus. It is claimed that certain daubs and lumps 
express a 'metaphysis’ beyond ordinary perception, but in fact they are 
'the child of raving and darkness', an expression of the chaotic, sub- 
rational, violent and inhuman, energy without direction, the denial of 
both Man and God" .

The.flight from'Man is over, the "anti-art" movement is dead. It killed the 
old dying art form, and this is interesting because it in itself was a flight 

f^.^ne later stages we got an obsession towards ghoulishness, this was Surrealism. Newton sums it up so, "My oim. attitude to the surrealist 
creed is that it may be profoundly interesting as a branch of psychology, but 
it can be art only'by accident - the accident that the Surrealist may Sso be 
an artist. And, "In its insistence on the importance of subject: matter
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Surrealism differs in no respect from the most regrettable phrases of mid
Victorian painting," ^4. Surrealism has cropped up again in the writings of 
J.G. Ballard who is obsessed with the colours of purification, and draws his 
oracles from the entrails of the well-and-truly dead.

Freud, was of course a godsend to Surrealists who painted wholly from his 
theories and not from those of non-Freudian psychologists. Robert Hughes 
condemns Horman Lindsay dor disliking Freud,15 a typical example Of the 
narrow prejudice that can afflict art-critics, Freud, regrettably, was one of 
the perverts of the age, a man whose judgments were biassed by his owh life, 
and who resolutely refused to be psyche Walyi zed himself, thereby robbing 
his own finds of scientific Validity. They have been accepted with relish 
because they dehumanizes man, reducing him to a something that even the lowest 
animals would not care to associate with. Of the more, enobling psychology of 
Jung the "anti-artists" have no truck whatever.

Only a few days ago I attended an art show, and of over 400 pointings there 
were only half a dozen in any way abstract or a departure from an'honest 
effort to convey to the viewer the form and nature of the subject. This is 
not say they were wonderful works, of art, most of them were merely mediochre. 
But this applies to all art shows throughout history. However the art remains 
dehumanized,' there were only two attempts at the human figure and both indes
cribably bad, and a couple of terrible portraits, whilst virtually none, if 
any of the landscapes had figues in them... .admittedly the Australian land
scape is usually devoid of human- beings, but the essential thing remains, art 
is concerned with man or it lacks interest, it is only decoration, and as 
Tinguely has proved, decoration can be produced by anyone, even a machine. 
The night? for artists at least is over, but it is difficult to say how long 
it will-take the artists to humanize their work again. Probably it willhappen 
quickly, as at the beginning of the Age of Explosion with the Dutch art, and 
if this is so it will probably degenerate again over several centuries to a 
further dehumanization and divorcement from reality. But it would seem that in 
a little while art will concern itself with the more gentle side of man’s 
existance, perhaps as a welcome relief from the grim.reality of the endless 
struggle for existance that seems to be coming. Here-we see a contrasting 
picture, of mankind facing the future with two faces, one terrible^ the direct 
product of his own dehumanization in the shape of ruined ecologies, social 
structures and technologies; and the happier, healthier side of a return to 
nature, first voluntary and after forced by the sheer necessity'of survival. 
The position of the artist is certain, his work will be-simpler, and probably 
smaller in physical dimensions, it will be more natural, and he himself will 
be part of the community, in body and in spirit. There will be no other 
options.

Now let us pass onto another art form, music, whose beginnings at the 
opening of the Age of Explosion is a very precise thing, that is, compared ' ith 
with the other arts. However its latter end is not so clear. It does appear 
to be more influenced by the other arts than influencing them, and so the 
changes which come about, come . later, but at the beginning of the last age 
they were more abruptly new art forms than in any other of the arts. This may 
be so again but I believe we will have to wait. It may be purely negative.

- "How young music is," declares Elervyn Bruxner, " you will realize when I
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tell you thatbthere was hardly any instrumental music before about the year A. D. 
1600°All music Was vocal. I do not mean there were no instruments...! mean 
there was no instrumental style. The music played bn instruments might just 
as well have been, and in fact was, sung by voices,.."

In'other words, prior to 1600 instruments were used, not in their own 
right, but to accompany the human voice. Virtaully every other authority 
will tell the same story, which is not quite correct but historians of Western 
music have this odd idea that European music suddenly sprang into being as a 
very lusty child, if not full grown. The reality is, that away in the North 
Sea lies an ancient and very proud kingdom, which in the.14th century according 
to the historian Agnes lluir MacKenzie, was "the f untainhead of European music" 
and which by 1570 had already perfected one of the most intricate and beautiful 
fbrms of instrumental music ever devised — the piobaireachd (commonly but 
less correctly called the pibrach). The Gaels of Scotland also coined a term 
for this type of instrumental music which was complete in itself, ceol mor 
(big music) as dinstinct from ceol beg (little music -dances, marches, and 
accomplyments). Little is known of the history of piping prior to 1570, but 
two facts a.re evident...

"One is that during it piobaireachd was invented or, more probably, 
developed from an earlier type of pipe music, whivh has since disappeared. 
We know this because by 1570 the tunes were mature, sophifiscated compos
itions with obviously many years of experiment behind them. And the other 
fact we can be sure of is that all this development took place in the 
Highlands of Scotland, for in no other country of the world has there even : > 
been any evidence of this type of music.'

Hie piobaireachd is a musical composition for a solo instrument, the piob 
mor believed to have been equipped with drones by the time of the Battle of ’ 
Harlaw in 1411. 15 The piobaireachd was taken to Europe and became the sym
phony. There are two fundamental differences, perhaps th^ee. The piobaireachd 
contains the signature of the composer, only a minor point. After the cr ' j 
crescendo the piobaireachd repeats the opening bars because Celtic music is 
eternal with neither beginning nor end. The third difference is a development. 
The symphony is scored for a number of instruments, indeed an ever increasing 
number of instruments.

The commonly accented story is that the symphony developed out of the 
music of the opera when Lulli and Scarlatti began to develop the overtures of 
the opera towards the end of the 17th century. This brings us to the origins 
of the opera...

"The first attempt at what we can really call an opera was made at Florence 
in 1597 by a group of musicians and men of letters who were in the habit of 
meeting to discuss artistic matters at the home of Count Bardi." y

Their idea was to resurrect the essentials of the old Greek tragedies. Their 
first experiment was Dafne, the words written by the poet Ottavio Rinuccini 
and the music mainly by Jacopo Peri. We still have the text but extremely 
little' of the music. It was first performed in 1597. The same poet and musician 
produced Euridice in 1600 which is the first opera to survive complete. In a 
few years opera came into its own with the performance of Monteverdi's Arianna 
at Mantua in 1607 and his Orfeo the following year. Orfeo is described as
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"great" opera which is not a bad achievement for opera in the-, first decade.

In passing it might be of interest to mention that the first oratorio, 
La Rapnresentazione dell1 Anima £ del Corpo (the story of .the body'and the 
soul) was performed in 1600. The music was by Emilio de' Cavalieri. It is 
claimed that this is really an opera on a religious subject, and whilst this 
is probably correct it is also creditted as the first oratorio. It is set to 
music all through but Was designed to be acted in costume.

Finally the other great musical event of the time, ballet. The dance must 
be as old as man, perhaps a lot older if lyre-birds preceded man by any length 
of time. Even the dance being used to tell a dramatic story is not for 
instance the Aborigines have a highly developed dramatic dance but they eschew 
scenery? also the Indians have a most sophifiscated dramatic dance and again 
they eschew scenery; the scenery being illustrated by body movements of the 
most intricate kind, more so than any we know. But European ballet, from which 
our art may be said to Spring was Le Ballet Comique de la Reyne performed in 
1581 with the ladies of the- court the first^orps de ballet. Dancing at that 
time was almost exclusively a male pursuit. '

However, "Ballet, in the form that we recognise, had its being with the 
founding of L'Academie Rationale de la. Danse by Louis XIV, in 1661. h_e are 
able to trace its development in an unbroken line of dancers and teachers 
from then until the present day."

It .is not my'purpose to trace the history of any of these forms of art to 
the present'day. Suffice it to Say that they have all developed to a consider
able degree, not only in the sophifiscation and complexity of the music, but 
more'particularly in the vast increase in the size and power of the orchestra 
used, and the increasing demand for bigger and bigger concert halls for their 
performance. Indeed special theatres were built for the Ring cycle of Wagner, 
whilst in our own time we have the magificent Sydney Opera House and its lesser 
lesser known rival the Victorian Arts Centre in Melbourne. This is not only 
the work of composers. For example Handel’s Messiah was performed first in 
the Musick Hall in Dublin in 1742 with a mere hahdful of performers. Noone 
would dream of.doing anything so simple nowadays, it would take a full choir 
plus at least a small orchestra.

The trend too is seen in orchestral works, the tendency amongst many com
posers to score their works for more and more instruments, whilst some such 
as Mahler wrote works of enormous size. Indeed in some modern cases there is 
required a full-scale electronics workshop and their works are never produce -? 
performed (if that is the word in this case) in the concert hall, and is only 
heard live over wireless, the alternative being recordings. Electronic music 
"captivated Europe" and leading "avant-garde composers....manoeuvred themselves 
into positions with the laboratories. of government radio stations." ^What
ever may be said in favour od government radio stations, they are a prey to 
this sort of thing because they are run by politicians, whether those politic
ians arc in.parliament or not.- The force of criticism of being -too enthusiastic 
is far less than being too conservative.
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A similiar tendency too is, (or was, I have had the immeasurable good 
fortune not to have listened to the Hit Parade for the last decade) evident 
with many pop singers. They are backed with an immense accompaniment of brass 
and percussion which perhaps helps the fact that not everybody thinks. ;that 
yelling pnd singing are the same thing.

There is a considerable, and increasing divorcement between man and the 
machine that makes the music. There are purists who claim that the human voice 
is the only music-making instrument that has any relevance to man, and many ' 
folk-singers, going back to the traditional way of singing traditional songs, 
sing unaccompanied. This movement is interesting, and to it we shall return 
shortly.

It was inevitable, that, as with the other art forms, the "anti-a^t" move
ment should have attacked music too. They did. It will be enough to give some 
idea of the antics of John Cage to demonstrate the methods used.

"I wasn’t very gifted on the piano," Cage has said, "I disliked the tech- 
nical exercises and all the physical aspects, and 1 remember having a kind 
oi sinking feeling every time Aunt Phoebe or Miss Dillon played for me, 

the th^ played was fantastically difficult and I knew I 
would never be able to play that well." 24

And later in his career Cage says,
"Lazare Levy was extremely surprised that I had no knowledge of Bach or 

Cage has recalled, "He. accepted me as a pupil, but I took only
I could see that.his teaching would lead to technical accomplishment, but I wasn’t interested in that." 25

Cage however continued tp play and overcame the slight handicap of not \ 
being a musician.."....suddenly I decided that what was wrong was-not me — it 
was the piano. I remembered that Henry Cowell had used his hands inside the 
piano and had.even used a darning egg to slide along the strings, so'I began 
f^ing things inside the piano too - magazines, newspapers, ash trays,, pie 
plates.. These seemed to change the sound in the right direction, making it 
percussive, but they bounced around too much. I tried using a'nail, but it 
slipped:around..Then I realized a bolt or a large wood screw, inserted 
between two strings, was the answer. This changed every aspect of the sound" 
A wh le range of other things were added at later dates to his "nrenared 
piano."

But Cage wanted to be a composer and managed to study under Schonberg.

TT - J -> d ®?pl yin to Schonberg that I had no feeling forenSofepHk fMacfe^aWfM^hM^^

Sinst °aSe 1 Would devote life to beating my head ’ *'

Cage overcame this slight difficulty with two innovations. The first was 
noise. He collected a number of odd percussion instruments, mainly from the 
local junk-yards, brake drums of cars, hub caps etc and began to stage a series 
of percussion concerts Schdnbiiged attending any of these concerts. The second 
method was the use of silence which culminated in his famous 4* 33" in three 
parts. The title refers to the length of time he sat before the piano with an 
intense look on his face. The division of this silent, piece was arranged, into 
three, parts by the opening and shutting of the cover, of the piano. His silent 
piece was not received all that well, but it should certainly suit a novice?'^ 
Nor would his piece for twelve radios-(imaginary Landscape No 4) put a strain 
on the performers, two for each radio, one working the station selector and
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one the-volume. As the first performance was fated to take place after mid- 
midnight, the four minutes of the work Was mainly static .and silence,

His Music of Changes was composed with the help of three coins and a copy 
of I Ching. .To plot a single note Cage would toss the coins six times, and 
the results would ithen be compared with a graph he had drawn, and this would 
give him the note. To determination the- duration, timbre and other character
istics of uhe note this procudure was. repeated. it took nine months to compose 
a forty three minute workl

However I must, in all seriousness,•question Cage’s honesty. He was. one of 
the best amateur mycologists in America but he refused to eat mushrooms in the 
same spirit in which he creates his music. He lacked artistic intregity, 
however wise in his generation he may be. ^1

Now, just in case you think Cage Was an isolated eccentric,•the Italian 
''composer" Giuseppb Chiari's Teatrino is, to quote the' "Times", scored'for 
five ruboer dolls^ a hand powersaw,.a piece of lumber, an alarm clhck, a 

tape recorder, a table model phonograph, a snare drum, a ping pong ball and 
paddle, some literature, a large white cardboard and even a piano.

One is reminded that Tinguely's Homage to New York contained a p^^no 
which played three notes over and over again during the destruction.

So Tinguely too has laughed. But the assault on the musical work seems 
largely to have failed. This is probably with the coming of electronics the 
avant garde "composers" have found it too easy to make noise of an unearthy 
character, and the fundamental nature of the noises produced by electronics 
is their dehumanised aspect and their total lack of appeal to the human being. 
The ultimate in music composed by computers may be only enjoyed by computers, 
but certainly not to any creatures of flesh and blood. He perhaps should confess 
confess that music is reacting more slowly than the other arts, and the attack 
is still on, via the machine. In -The Secular Abyss the authors say...

"Much "serious1 music. ...has a disjointed, bleak, eerie and anxious 
flavour, as if it represents fear, lonliness and emptyness, the sick soul 
vainly seeking Nirvana with no God to help it.... .because Europe has for 
the time being 1 st its goal and its identity."

Their summing up of popular music has an even more worrying aspect...„
"...The preferred music of this age looks back to primitive tribal'orgiastic, 

orgiastic catharsis through rhythm,wierd catcalls, sexy instruments, and 
eerie effects. The jazz, rock’n-roll, 'pop1 and other 'jungle music' prob- 

?c^ably seems carefree and released to the youngsters who enjoy'it. But to 
the 'square' ears of more mature folk much of it Seems cruel, mocking, 
lustful and wanton. As in the music of primitives, it produces a partial 
hypnotic condition of 'pocomania* in which the individual seems for a 
moment to lose his seperate, isolated condition and re-emerge with the 
undifferentiated and irresponsible Libido. In most adolescents this remains 
purely a fantasy release' from, which they soon awaken^ but in the more 
extroverted the outcome can be hooliganism, violence, vandalism, delinq
uency and promiscuity." ^9
So we have on the one hand the possibility of shortly being able to listen 

to a (biece for six computers and twelve electronic workshops, or a highly
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amplified piece of primitive savagery from the African jungles, depending 
upon whether one is high brow or low brow. Neither alternative is healthy. 
We have in one the utter dehumanization of music and in the other the utter 
debasement of man, and the man, seeking for something akin to his heart finds 
comfort in neither. Where then does he go?

We have mentioned before the singing of unaccompanied folksongs and the 
Belief that the human voice is the only musical instrument relevant to man . 
Whilst this view may be exaggerated, we are, I believe, at the stage where 
the relevance o± the musical instrument to the human being is beginning to 
be a philosphy of music..If.so, then it becomes an interesting part of the 
simpler and more naturalistic culture. There are two others, or perhaps more 
accurately one other with two aspects. Again we are faced with the fact that 
when people become.conscious of themselves they become nationalistic, and this 
I intend to deal with in the social and political sense in a later chapter. 
The first aspect is harmless enough (so is the other if one is reasonable 
about it), and is simply going back to one's own culture and taking up the 
threads, homespun though they be, and weaving the frabic of one's art.from 
them. The result may lack the machine-like percision of the artificial cultures 
but it will be honest and colourful. ' This return to folk music (and of course 
lolk song; has been going on seme tiipe.

Prior to the publication of Old Bush Songs in 1905, A. B. (Banjo) Paterson 
had been drawing attention to the existance of the traditional songs of this 
country. Roger Covell says he was "remarkably early for his times" in collect
ing the folk songs of Australia.'He was contemporary with the early collectors 
overseas, Cecil Sharp in.England, and of course Vaughan Williams, and Bartok 
§nd Kodaly in Hungary. Since then of course there have been collectors 
galore in virtually every country^ and those folk songs are being increasingly 
sung again, lore than that though, Vaughan. Williams, using them as a basis for 
his music broke new ground in English composing. Hitherto the English had- taken 
their themes etc. from the Continent third hand or worse. And even Handel, who 
was not an Englishman but who produced works very popular in England (partic
ularly in the "singing belt" (roughly the Midlands^ the southern Englsh with 
their lip-speaking do not sing so well and seem not to have the same inclinat
ion), produced his works in the Italian mode. This of course applies to much 
of European music, but of late composers like Bartoli have returned to the folk 
music of Hungary. Erik Chisholm in Scotland returned again to the Piobaireachd"^ 
It may'be of interest that the themes of the Piobaireachd come stright from 
nature, the sound of the wind (no gentle zephar in the Hebrides), the roan of 
the.surf, the sound of the birds, in short, music inspired by nature. Nor 
should it be without interest that after a lapse of 200 years the Piobaireachd 
has again been composed, now that its nature is understood. The first new 
Piobaireachd was Donald Main's Salute to George Bain. There is a fine touch 
here, Main who discovered the principles involved in the composing of the 
Piobaireachd honoured Bain who discovered the principles of Celtic art.
Nor does the popularity of Percy Grainger's work spring solely from the rather 
lovely and spritely melodies but because he too used folk tunes as a basis of 
his music.

This is a movement in music we cannot disregard. Folk tunes have remained 
for hundreds of years because they satisfy something in the soul of man, they
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appeal to him, they are part of his being, they are relevant, and a marked 
contrast to the highly sophifiscated music of the "classical" tradition, Rhis 
"nationalism" is a return to one's own culture.

The other aspect of this new nationalism in music (the arts generally if not 
in all things) is a desire to seek out one’s country's spirit. In Australia 
a few years apo we had a movement called Jindyworobakism which sought for 7 
closer acquaintance with out landscape and with the Aborigines (who have be
come part of that landscape and hence have its spirit. Rex Ingamells and Ian 
Mudie were two leading members.

"Mudie's distaste for the imported ideas brought on fishipfed seas' 
represents an extraordinary reaction from what had been the central fact 
of colonial life: the arrival of the latest ship from abroad'. Each ship 
was an almost religious renewal of the colonists membership of European 
civilization. It was a kind of reassurance that their isolation was not 
complete, that they still drew sustenance from the traditions of their

Por a ?¥ch later generation of Australian writers-or at least 
Part oi thau generation - to express repugnance at the implication of ships 
regularly reaching Australia f^om overseas is a striking reversal of the 
earlier, colonial attitudes."

Colvin treats the idea of turning to the Aborigines with sympathy. It "is 
less illogical than it may sound and would certainly seem to have more pross-ect: 
pects of relevance to Australian music of the future... He later quotes 
the painter Ainslie Roberts to the effect...,

"By virtue of thov.sands of years of usage, the history' of Australia 
belongs to the Aboriginal., The history is not physical, but aprang from 
his ancient mythology, by which his daily life and customs were ruled and 
which gave him complete identity with his physical; surroundings. The white 
man, because of his relatively brief tenancy of Australia, lacks such a 
rich identification. Access to the original spirit of the land can only 
be gained through the mind of the Aboriginal."
Colvin goes on to say of this passage... "The interesting thing about such 

a statement is not whether it is true but the consequences it may have if it 
is accepted as a belief." 91

He finally ends his study of Australian music by recommending that we should 
study all surrounding musical ideas and work from them rather than from the "hi 
"European tradition."

In this I have particularised of course. In the bulk'of the world there is - 
a fervant nationalism that, if it is not doing this now, soon will be doing so, 
the itch to explire one's own psychie is very strong in the world today, but 
it is not without a groat interest in the psychie of others.

So, in the Age of Explosion, music has travelled from that of the solitiary' 
bagpipe to vast orchestras, or worse still, a computer and electronic workshop, 
and the further it has travelled the further it has gone from the world of men. 
Alternately the "pop" music has reverted to the jungle, a, regression apparent 
too in painting and sculpture. There is now an apparent return to the folklife 
of peoples everywhere, a return to the music that was the heritage of those
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peoples. And part of this return movement is that people make a nation and 
a nation is a living thing and for its music to thrive must return to the 
nature of the country and its people.. All thisworks greatly for the simlicity 
of new musical forms, ft may be that the great works of Beethoven, of Mozart, 
of Bach will be forgotten as an alien tradition that lead to a dead end. I hope 
not as I happen to love them all, but my loves will hardly be consulted in 
this. And, if ,y studies of the economics of our future society are right, they 
will be.forgotten, except for their simpler works, for.the simple reason that 
not society will be able to afford a symphony orchestra, let alone a^computor 
and an electronic workshop. There is also every, possibility of us losing most 
?n only the very simplest surviving. This is not
? say that we will not have great composers and great music. The human voice 
is a wonderful thingy our Aborigines found it very satisfying.
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From John Clark ■ 104 Kate St

Morningside 
' ' . Brisbane 4170 . .
Dear Rambling Syd Rumpo,

Let me introduce myself. I’m John Clark. I'm a member 
of the recently formed Brisbane F & FS Association, and a long time fan of 
yours. I’ve heard everyone of your radion shows. I was particularly pleased 
to see you on that high-brow hard-core science-fiction panel discussion on 
"The Role of Sheep in Science Fiction" at Aussiecon.' Your colloquially erudite 
comments on sheep really screevced my cordwangle and brought moulies to my 
possett. I was disappointed, however, that you didn't offer us a rendition 
of that old favourite sheep song of yours-

Once long ago in the shade of a goolie bush, 
Toasting his .splod by the faggots £Leam, 
Rested a gander man nobbling his woggle iron 
And stuffing & sheep in the Old Mill Stream, 
Then up came the troopers and

Hung him by the billibong,
They twisted his woggle irons one two three- 

Now his hgost sits and moans
As it grunged in his gander can—
Who'll come a woggling his jumbuck with me.... 
Oh’

Anyway, Syd, thanks for an entertaining panel discussion.
Yours nadgerly, 

John Clark.
PS. Uh ohj I'm afriad I've just made a terrible mistake, I've just seen Dennis 
Stocks, and he tells me it wasn't Rambling Syd Rumpo the swagman on that panel 
discussion at all, it was Rambling John Alderson the swagman. Er, sorry about 
Shat John....Say, has anyone else ever mistaken you for Syd. I bet they have. 
PPS. Would you please send me a sample copy of your fanzine CHAO. I'd like to 
find out more about sheep in science fiction.

Er, I have noticed that sometimes men push their wives behind them when they 
see me. Perhaps I do look a little like Syd

from Albert Vann 46 Fawkner St
South Yarra 3141

John,
The story so far. There I was meandering along like barefoot in_ the head 

wondering who really screwed up Aussiecon and also thinking about writing an 
sf story with sheep in it; got an evening paper (with difficulty), and read 
an article thereon on you, Aussiecon...and sheep.

I'm still too bitter about practically every fouled-up aspect of the 33rd
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World (?) SF Convention to write objectively, what should have been something 
turned into something else.

See the Nation,Review
You were there, maybe you had fun and saw it differently, but my spies tell 

me that most male U.S. scribes there went home muttering OZCON as a dirty 
word, and to get ready for a lot of bad mouthing in print when reports start 
to come in from the top end.

all the best
Albert

from Christine McGowan 4 Fulview Court
Blackburn 3130 f

Bear John,
How do you like my new typer, hmm? I supnose it's unfair to tease 

impoverished farmers with visions of secondhand Smith-Corona electric port- *
ables.„.

I would love to be writing you a loc on the last issue of CHAO, but I con
fess that I either Idst it or gave it away at Aussiecon, before I had finished 
reading it. I do remember Shayne's article though, which would have been 
hysterically funny if she hadn't been convin£<®J that she meant every word.

o.F. and the Single Girl" if I remember-rightly. The trouble with that girl 
is that she's an inhuman perfectionalist, like her beloved Spock. I ca$'t 
quote verbatim (not having it in front of me) but I seem to recall tha she 
had about seven adjectives that were pre-requisites for desirability, and n 
he had to give out free fanzines as well J Let me tell you that there were 
more eligible men at that con jfchan I could cope with, but since none of them, 
except you, were being prodical with-fanzines’ I didn't pass any of the?, onto 
Shayne. (l didn't pass you on either, did I? Oh well, you're well able to 
press your own suit...)-. Honestly though, I do think Shayne is a bit unfair 
to the fannish male — when you get down to the nitty-gritty, there ain't no 
such animal as an absolutely perfect man, in fandom or out of it. No absolutely 
perfect women either, if it comes to that.

Fannish regards
Christine, *

Perhaps your "absolutely" is the critical lector. I have met a lot of perfect 
women but I have had to reject them because they made me self-conscious. But I
I have not lost hope, I a still looking. Naturally not only men need qualif
ications, women do too, though I am easy to get on-with, only demanding a mere 
two, not seven or whatever it was Shayne looks for, and I shill have this hope 
to find the perfect woman who does not make me self-conscious. This is not to 
infer, and I am sure Christine does infer so wither, that Shayne is without 
excellent qualifications. She has this most beautiful golden hair, and. she's 
reputed to be a very good typist.

Yes, well actually Christine, to mention-’ your excellent new (s/h) type
writer under the circumstances is being a bit of a cad, to use a masculine 
term, particularly when it is so obvious that this old effort is ready to be 
heaved into the.lake.

Hell Merry Christmas to all if you don't hear from me beforehand.


